FELA DURUTOYE-

10 POINT PLAN
for A NEW NIGERIA
WITHIN 4 YEARS OF GOVERNMENT, THESE ARE THE AREAS THAT WE COMMIT WILL WORK.

1. **COST OF LIVING** will come down: Food, transport, housing, fuel.
2. **POWER** sector will work.
3. **EDUCATION** sector will work.
4. **INFRASTRUCTURES** will work.
5. **HEALTHCARE** will work again.
6. **BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIES** will work—manufacturing, service, vocation.
7. **ECONOMY** will work—diversified economy.
8. **SECURITY** sector will work.
9. **JOBS** will be created—Nigerians will work again.
10. **RULE OF LAW** Law enforcement and judiciary systems.
How we will make it work

**REDUCED COST OF LIVING (FOOD, TRANSPORT, HOUSING, FUEL).**

**SUCCESS CRITERIA:**
We will reduce inflation from double digit to single digit in order to ensure affordability of necessities. In addition to this, we will guarantee a minimum of 5% of GDP growth rate per annum.

**STRATEGIES & PLANS**

**TRANSPORT:** (Connect Nigeria)

**FOOD:** (Operation Feed Nigeria)

**HOUSING:** (Operation Shelter Nigeria)

**FUEL:**
- Reduce pump price of refined products

10 POINT PLAN
We have the political will power to resolve the power crisis in Nigeria. In fact, we have declared this as a state of crisis and aim fix to it inspite of all cabals/sabotages in place.

Though we are the 7th most populated country in the world, we rank 59 on the installed electricity capacity with only about 12,000 Megawatts installed capacity. Pakistan, a similar country by population has double our installed capacity and South Africa is 4 times. Even though we have about 12,000 MW-14,000 MW, our current production is about 4,000-5,000 MW. We also have inefficiencies in transmission and distribution.

**SUCCESS CRITERIA:**
- Ensure a multidimensional regional approach to power generation across the federation (Operation PowerUp Nigeria).
- Prioritizing the use of renewable energies for power generation
- Partnering with the private sector in the area of increased funding for power projects across the federation
- Fully deregulate the end to end electricity chain. This will make the sector attractive for investors and allow market to determine prices (cost reflective). To protect consumer prices, multiple investors will be adopted to prevent monopoly.

**STRATEGIES & PLANS**
- Guarantee delivery of a minimum of 12,000 MW to Nigeria within 4 years from the current 4,000 MW-5000 MW.
- Attract investors to kick off installed capacity expansion by end of year 4.
3. Security Sector Will Work

**Success Criteria:**

**Exit The Global Terrorism List:**
Nigeria is currently the 3rd most terrorized nation in the world, after Iran & Afghanistan. Source: Statista Global Terrorism Index 2017, top 50 countries. Success is that Nigeria moves from Number 3 ranking to the bottom of the list within 4 years of government

**Strategies & Plans (Operation Secure Nigeria):**

- **Degradation (counter propaganda), dismantle:** Using human intelligence (HUMINT), and defeat the Boko Haram insurgency completely and ensure that every single one of the internally displaced persons (IDPs) return to their homes or is reabsorbed into a reconstructed community and 'safe cities'.

- **Herdsmen:** Put a complete end to activities of violent herdsmen and delist IPOB as a national terrorist group by appointing skilled negotiators, mediators & special envoys to manage ongoing crisis and resolve amicably first. Every military intervention must be in line with the proportionate use of force and adhering to the fundamental human right provisions.

- **Address militancy across all geopolitical zones in every form and end the activities of violent groups through active engagement.**

- **Ensuring that the security forces are well equipped with state of the art weaponry.** To this end, the creation of one Military Equipment Manufacturing Plant.

- **We will deliberately not share further details on this as this is security secret.**
45% of Nigeria's population is under the age of 15. Still, there about 10.5 million children out of school. (Source UNICEF). This makes Nigeria the country with the largest number of children out of school. An uneducated generation is a weapon of mass destruction for terrorists. To drive national integration, EVERY Child must be educated: especially those in Under-developed areas: North, About 9 million Almajiri children will be rehabilitated and the full Islamic schools will be evolved to mainstream education & Islamic centers. We will stop being the country with the most number of children out of school.

Increasing the literacy rate by up to 90% in 4 year by making education compulsory and mandatory up to high school across Nigeria.

Success criteria:

- Inclusion: Education that includes, Gifted and Talented children, children with learning difficulties and even children with Special Needs.
- 21st Century Methodologies and Best Practices. Review curriculum to encourage technical & vocational education, leadership, literacy, numeracy, enterprise and e-learning. Linking vocational studies with Tertiary institutions to create a pathway to obtain degrees and remove stigma
- Launch Specialized Universities
- Work with states and local governments to ensure nationwide rehabilitation and equipping of all existing government schools at primary, secondary and tertiary levels
- Ensuring increased funding and partnership in the education sector with the private sector and development partners, while ensuring that government expenditure on education is not less than 5% of GDP starting from the 2020 budget.
- Free Education for primary & secondary students in public schools.

Still, there about 10.5 million children out of school. (Source UNICEF). This makes Nigeria the country with the largest number of children out of school. An uneducated generation is a weapon of mass destruction for terrorists. To drive national integration, EVERY Child must be educated: especially those in Under-developed areas: North, About 9 million Almajiri children will be rehabilitated and the full Islamic schools will be evolved to mainstream education & Islamic centers. We will stop being the country with the most number of children out of school.
**Success Criteria:**

- Ensure access to at least one working federal health care facility in each of the 774 local government areas (LGAs) in Nigeria.
- Significantly increase funding for medical research and development across all federal universities, and university teaching hospitals.
- Improve average life expectancy from 53 to 60 years (Operation Healthy Nigeria).
- Increase government expenditure from 0.9% of GDP to a minimum of 5% of GDP.

**Strategies & Plans:**

- Ensure access to primary health care for all.
- Mandatory universal health insurance for every Nigerian: emphasis on maternity care to eliminate maternal mortality by 2023, malaria, mental health care & immunization.
- Set up four regional healthcare cities to provide tertiary and specialist medical care as well as act as medical tourism destination for the West African sub-region.
- Stem brain drain by providing conducive environment for medical practitioners.
6. INFRASTRUCTURES THAT WORKS.

**SUCCESS CRITERIA:**

- Extend basic amenities to rural communities.
- Regular road maintenance.
- Prioritize the rehabilitation and construction of inter-city roads all across the federation.
- Provide support for the commencement in phases of light rail metro-lines within all the states in the federation through public private partnerships to aid the easy movement of goods and services.
- Improve rural to Urban transport systems by developing a pan Nigeria rail system that works. This will be for industrial use to minimize impact of tractors on our roads.
- Put infrastructure in place for at least 1 additional sea port. Currently, we have uncompetitive ports in calabar, warri, onne, Portharcourt. We will do this in partnership with investors from private sector.
- Effective training & certification of all drivers and a competitive FRSC reform.

**OPERATION CONNECT NIGERIA**

**REHABILITATION & UPGRADE OF NIGERIA'S TOP 3 INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS - LAGOS, ABUJA & PORT-HARCOURT.**
7. Business and Industries Will Work
- Manufacturing, Service, Vocation

Success Criteria:

01. Double Investors’ confidence index from current 18pts to all time high of 40pt within 4 years of government.

02. Improve FDI from average $500 million to all high time of $3 billion with both economic improvement and improved national integration.

03. With improved FDI, unemployment rate at 18% will drop to all time low of 5%.

Strategies & Plans:

- Improve ease of doing business ranking: as the ‘NO 1 destination for investors’ in Africa.

- With a lower inflation rate & robust monetary policies, banking interest rates will reduce; hereby promoting an industry development centric banking sector. Ensuring that the banking industry is able to lend to businesses at single digit interest rate which would thereby enable households to grow outputs.

- Provide security for lives & properties of Investors.

- Providing an enabling environment for locally owned business and foreign investors to thrive and maximize profits as well as improving on foreign direct investments. Focus on ease of doing business metrics.

- Establishment of special economic zones (SEZs), Investment Promotion Agencies (IPAs), creation of Export Credit Agencies (ECAs), as well as Export Promotion Agencies (EPAs) across each geo-political zone.

- Establish 30 industrial zones pan Nigeria to encourage small scale processing and manufacturing. These industrial zones will be fully services with electricity, machines, storage, distribution facilities.
8. Economy that Works
- Manufacturing, Service, Vocation

Success Criteria:

- Attain 5% annual GDP growth rate by 2020 and year on year

STRATEGIES & PLANS

- Promotion of non-oil sector growth through agriculture, mines and steel, manufacturing and the services industry by providing legal and fiscal incentives in these industries and sectors.

- Promoting better tax compliance through three (2) key strategies; reduced personal income tax (PIT) by few points, and reducing the rate of company income tax (CIT) from 30% to 20%

- Provide and promote an enabling environment for private sector led growth

- Diversify the economy - agriculture, mining, technology, tourism. To achieve this, we will decentralize national resources to allow states to generate more revenue at state level and attract investors to Mining especially.

- Adopt Public Private Partnerships (PPP’s) for sustainable revenue generation.
9. Jobs will be created

**Success Criteria:**
Reduce unemployment rate in Nigeria from 18% to less than 10%

We will create 3 million jobs every year, making 12 million jobs in 4 years.

**Strategies & Plans**
Will all the above interventions in Education, Health, economy, Agriculture, power sectors, we will create jobs year on year. In addition to these, we will:

- Reduce unemployment by prioritizing and supporting agricultural production across each geo-political zone in line with the comparative cost advantage of each zone through comprehensive land reforms.

- Create a National Jobs database to be able to connect job owners with job seekers.

- Scale up MSME's and increase their capacity to hire at least one person per year. (Operation Scale Up Nigeria)

- Make Nigeria attractive destination for manufacturing by introducing tax credits for reinvestment into capital expansion, venture capital funds & development funding. (Make In Nigeria project)

- Establish vocational and technical skills acquisition training centers across each of the 6 geo-political zones.

- Immediate commencement and implementation of a Start-Up Action Plan to support start-ups across the federation through a Start-Up Intervention Fund under the Bank of Industry (BOI). (This exists in India & other places).
10. LAW ENFORCEMENT AND JUDICIAL SYSTEM

SUCCESS CRITERIA:
EMERGE the least corrupt country in Africa over the next 4 Years.

Currently, Botswana is least corrupt country with a 34th position global ranking versus Nigeria ranked 148 globally (Source: Corruption perception index)

STRATEGIES & PLANS

- Rigorously pursue and implement a comprehensive police reform providing support for state and community policing. Aim for more motivated and professional police force via decent pay, trainings & tools.

- Promote and support the creation of state judiciary council in all of the federating units as well as the establishment of state courts of appeal to enable states appoint their own judges and have control over the payment of their judicial officers. Aim is expeditious court processes

- Public enlightenment and Public complaints reform

- Automate the court systems to ensure zero tolerance for inefficiency
How we will Fund? Timings

01 Cost of Governance will reduce significantly

Within 90 days of government, we will present current cost of governance and future cost. We will curb wastage, evaluate parastatals and re-integrate as needed. Specifically, Ministry of transport will now have a minister of state for aviation, marine, rail, road. As well as Ministry of education and youth development. We will re-invest these savings into the TOP 10 agenda items.

02 Partnerships with private sector:

Improve FDI into Nigeria significantly to fund capital projects

03 Save to re-invest commission:

We will set up a save to re-invest commission that will audit all parastatals/budgets with the aim of identifying 20% savings within current budget. This will be ploughed back into the investments needed in THE POWER OF 6: POWER, AGRICULTURE, EDUCATION, ECONOMY, HEALTH & SECURITY (HEEPAS).

04 Monetizing government assets:

Assess all government assets and liabilities for opportunities to sell, lease, partner to improve productivity.

05 Lower company tax (CIT)

Will attract more companies, generating new revenue and will improve compliance from current companies.

Over time, as we also diversify the economy and explore other resources: mining and others, we will generate more revenue as a country. We have not captured this yet as a funding mechanism because this additional revenue will take some years to fruit.

In closing, to achieve all these, we will rebuild the Nigerian culture and values: Drive Proudly Nigerian mantra, The Nigerian Vision & Values. Set up structure(s) to institute values in every Nigerian. Get every form, nuance or shadow or corruption and/or bribery to become a crime and a disgrace. Implement under cover boss/mystery shopper systems in place for key areas of public and private sectors.

For us to build a NEW NIGERIA, we must evolve as NEW NIGERIANS. ARISE, O COMPATRIOT.